Abstract --The goal of a dynamic power managementpolicy is to reduce the power consumption of an electronic system by putting system components into different states, each representing certain performance and power consumption level. The policy determines the type and timing of these transitions based on the system histo*: workload and performance constraints. In this paper, we propose a new abstract model of a power-managed electronic system. We formulate the problem of system-levelpower management as a controlled optimization problem based on the theories of continuous-rime Markov decision processes and stochastic networks. This problem is solved exactly and efficiently using a "policy iteration" approach. Our method is compared with existing heuristic approaches for different workload statistics. Experimental results show that power management method based on Markov decision process outperforms heuristic approaches in terms ofpower dissipation savings for a given level of system pefonnance.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid progrew in the semironductor tcchnulogy, the chip density and operxion frequency have increased, m i n g the power consumption in bsttery-operated portable de\ ices a major canccm. High puwcr consumption reduces the battery service hie. The gual of low-power design of battery-powered doice, is thus to extend the battery Service life while mccting perfurmancc rcquiremcnts Reducing pouer dissipation is a design gual cvcn for nun.portnble dctices since excessive pouer dissipation result5 in increased packsging 2nd cooling cnsts ns well a i poicntisl reliability problems. Many Iuu power dehign methodologieh and icihniques that trrget digit31 VLSl circuits hs\e hwn proposed [11-151. Portahlc rlectronis devices tend to be much niore cuniplex than s single VLSl chip. 'lhey contain mmn) components, ranging from digjral and axslog io clectru-mechanical aiiJ clccirochemical. Much of the power dissipauon in a por~abk electronic devise sumcs from non-digitid component,. Sysicni designers have started tu rcspnnd to the requirement of power-constrained systeni designs hy a cumbination of technological advances anJ ilrchitccturnl improvements. Dynamic power managment -which rcicrs to seleitivc shut-off or slou -down of system cumponents that are idle or underutilized -has proven I n he a pmicu13rIy effective technique. Incorporsting a dynamic power management schenie in the design u i an alread)-complex system is a diiricult process that may require mviy design itcratioiir and careful debugging and validariun.
To siniplif) the dcsign and \ididatiun o i complcx powcrmsnsged systems, a numher oi stmdudiiation attempts have stared. Best known nniong them the AJvanc..J Cuufi~rratiun tmd Power Interfwr [ACI'I) 161 that specifies an abstract and flexible intertxe between pouer-manageable hsdware components [VLSI chips, disk drivers. display drivers. etc.) and the power nunager (the rybtcni component that coniruls the tumon and iuni-oft' uf the sybtcni cumponcntsi. 11 i s important 10 mention that. ACPI defines mulliplc power ntodes fur syrtem romponenis, which is a key requirement for 3ppro~ches bnred on hlarkuv dcciston procercer tu outperiorni heuristic approsches. The problem of finding a power management scheme (or policy) that minimizes power dissipation under performance constraints is of great interest to system designers. A simple and well-known heuristic policy is the "time-out" policy, which is widely used in today's portable computers. In the "time-out" policy, one component will be shut down after it has been idle for a certain amount of time. The predictive system shutdown approach in [7] [81 tries to achieve better power-delay trade-off by predicting the "on" and "of? time of the component. This prediction approach uses a regression equation based on the component's previous "on" and "off' time to estimation the next "tum-on'' time, such that the component can be turned on immediately before the request comes. Therefore, the system performance can be improved. However, this method is only applicable to few cases in which the requests are highly correlated.
Because heuristic policies do not have a robust system model and solid theoretical background, their major shortcomings are obvious. Firstly, they can never achieve the best power-delay trade-off for the system. Secondly, they cannot deal with complex components that have more than two (on and off) operating modes such as defined in ACPI. In addition, they cannot deal with complex system with multiple and interactive wmponents.
A power management approach based on Markov decision process has been proposed in 191. The system is modeled as a discrete-time Markov decision process by combining the stochastic models of its components. Once the model and its parameters are determined, an optimal power management policy can be obtained to achieve the best power-delay trade-off for the system. This approach offers significant improvements over previous power management techniques in terms of theoretical framework for modeling and optimizing the system. There are however some shortcomings. Firstly, because the system is modeled in the discrete-time domain, some assumptions about the system components may not hold for real applications. Secondly, the state transition probability of the system model cannot be obtained accurately. Moreover, the power management program needs to send control signals to the components in every timeslice, which results in heavy signal traffic and heavy load on the system resources (therefore more power). We present a new model of the service provider that explicitly distinguishes between the two cases where the server is busy (on and servicing some request) and idle (on but not servicing any request).
We introduce a new model for the service requester to capture complex workload characteristics.
We introduce a new model for the service queue that consists of a normal queue and a high-priority queue. This is important since some service requests are "urgent" and need immediate response from the server. We present a new system model that is composed of the new component models.
2.

3.
This paper is organized as follows, Sections I1 and 111 describes the models for the components and the system. Sections 0 and V present the experimental results and conclusions.
COMPONENT MODELING
We first give the notation that will be used throughout the paper: Pi&: transition probability from state i (directly or indirectly) to state j during time 0 to t pi@): probability of that the system is in state i at time In this section, we describe the mathematical models of the components in a power-managed system.
We assume that the system is embedded in an environment where there is only a single source of requests, which is defined as the service requestor (SR). Requests generated by the SR can be divided into two categories: low-priurity requests and kigkpriority requests, which are generated independent of each other. Requests generated by the SR are serviced by the system. The system itself consists of three components: a server that processes requcsts (the SP), a queue which stores the requests that cannot be immediately serviced upon arrival ( S Q ) , and a power manager (PM) that issues commands. The SR is an input source, which is outside and independent of the system.
Although we consider a relatively simple system in this paper, our approach can be extended to a more complicated application that may consist of multiple SR's, SP's, and SQs.
Both the request arrival event and the request service event are stochastic processes and follow the Poisson distribution. For example, the request arrival event follows the Poisson process (i.e., during time (0, t] the number of the events has the Poisson distribution with mean At), Consequently, the request inter-arrival time follow the exponential distribution with mean Ilk We assume that the request will be rejected if the SQ is full at the time when it comes.
The SP can operate in a number of different power modes. We also assume that the time needed for the SP to switch from one state to another follows the exponential distribution. The PM is a controller that reads the system state (the joint states of SP, SQ and SR) and issues mode-switching commands to the SP.
In the remainder of this paper, we will use upper case bold letters (e.g., M) to denote matrices, lowercase bold letters (e.g., v) to denote vectors, italicized Arial-Font letters (e.g., 3 to denote sets, uppercase italicized letters (e.g., S) to denote scalar constants and lower case italicized letters (e.g., x) to denote scalar variables.
A. Model of the Service Provider
The Senice hovider (SP) is modeled as a stationary, continuonstime Markov decision process with state (operation mode) set %(si s.t. i=l, 2, ..., S ) , action set A, and parameterized generator matrix C , ( a ) , a s A. It can be described by a quadnrple (2. p(s), pow@), ene(si, s, )) where: (i) x is an SxS matrix: (ii) 1116) and ~( s ) are functions, p&: S+R (iii) pow(s) is a function, pow: S+R (iv) ene(s, sj ) is a function, ene: SX S-1 R.
We call x, the switching speed matrix of the SP. The (inth entry of x is denoted as x~~,~, and represents the switching speed from state si to s , . The average switching time from state si to state sj is then I I X~, ,~, . We set xs,.3j to be m, hecause the switch from state si to itself is instantaneous. 
s'+s
In reality, the working modes of the SP can be divided into three groups: busy, idle, and power-down. In busy modes, the SP is fully powered and working on the first request in the SQ. In idle modes, the SP is fully powered, but it is not working on any request. In power-down modes, the SP is panially or completely shut down, i.e., not it is functional. We distinguish idle modes from busy modes, because the SP cannot switch to other state when it is working on some request. In other words if we want to turn the SP off (switch to a power-down mode), it must be switched off from an idle state.
Different busy modes may be used to model a component working under different supply voltages. We associate different power and delay (service rate) values to each of these modes to model the server performance under different supply voltages. Therefore, our policy optimization approach (cf. Section V) also finds the best policy for dynamic voltage scaling as it finds the optimal policy for power management.
For each busy mode, there exists a corresponding idle state.
The SP may have multiple power-down modes (e.g. standby, soft off, hard off).
In our mathematical model of the SP, we divide the state set S into two subsets:
(1) The busy modes belong to the first subset. The idle and Not all actions in A are valid in all SP states, Constraints on a power-down modes belong to the second subset.
valid action can be stated as follows:
'lhc aciion cannot nuke 3 iransiiion hriwcen 3 busy mode to a power-down mode directly. 'Transitions hctwecn them mucl go through 3n idle mode. The action cannot causc a transition from a husy mode to ils conespondeni idle moJe. The transition from a busy mode to an idle nio;lc is done autonomously when the SP finishes 3 scrvicc (therefore it is not controllable).
Ihe action cannot cause a transiiion between two burv modes. When the SP is in a busy mode, no transition to ani other state is allowed. The shortcoming of using SSQ as the stochastic model of the service queue is that, we can assign only one delay constraint (i.e. the constraint on the average waiting time of the requests) during the policy optimization. However, in real applications, some service requests may have higher priority than others. Especially in a power-managed system, the PM always buffers the incoming service requests, that is, to achieve the best power-delay trade-off. The SP, under control of the PM, may not service the incoming request immediately even there is nu other request in the queue. However, there may exist high-priority requests that need immediate service by the SP. In this case, if we use a loose delay constraint, the power management policy does not serve the request immediately (in order to save power). This long latency may not be acceptable for high-priority requests. We can instead use a tight delay constraint to make sure the high-priority requests are serviced immediately. However, this tight delay constraint is also aonlied to low-orioritv reuuests. Conseauentlv. there will be unJcsL;ble power dksipaion klsted 10 unn;ccsr&ily tight delay constrim on low-priority requests.
We hencefoah model the service queue as a combination of two S O S : one (denoted as HSO) for the hieh-nrioritv reuuests and the other (denoted as LSQ) fGr the low-pzonty reqhesti. The relations between these two queues are: I. Two different delay constraints are assigned to HSQ and LSQ separately such that the requests in HSQ have smaller waiting time than those in LSQ.
The requests in LSQ can be serviced by the SP (under the chosen PM policy) only when there is no request in HSQ. The SP will not start serving the requests in LSQ until it finishes all the requests (under PM policy) in HSQ. Although we have introduced twu queues in our stochastic model of the service queue, we are actually modeling a single priority queue in real applications. The SQ model can be used to model the commonly used priority queue in an operating system where two different priorities are assigned to tasks and highpriority tasks, when they come, are inserted into the front o f the queue. Moreover, obviously, the SQ model can be extended to model a queue of requests that have more than twu priority levels.
The formal definition of the SQ model is as follows.
The Service Queue (SQj is modeled as a stationary, continuous-time Markov process, which is the combination of two SSQs: LSQ and HSQ. The state set of the SQ is given by Q= QLSM QHSO and the generator matrix is given by CS&, r)=
C,Q(S, r)H&(s, r)
. where s is the state of SP, r is the srate of SR stare, and the "b" operation is the rensor sum defined in DeJinifim 3.2.
2.
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SYSTEM MODELING
We first show how tu construct the model of the entire system by combining the component models. Next we explain how the power-managed system model is applied to practical applications. 
A. Model of the Power-Managed System
B. Calcularing the generaror matrix
We next introduce the method of calculating the generator matrix Gsys(a) from the generator matrices of the system components:
G d a ) , GSR, and G S Q~ r).
First, we show how to calculate the generator matrix of a joint process of two independent continuous-time Markov processes. We have mentioned that the SR is independent from the rest of the system. Therefore, G d a ) can be calculated as:
where Gspa (a, r) is the generator matrix of the joint process of SP and SQ.%otice that Gsvs(a) generator matrix is also a parameterized matrix of action a.
Gsda)=Gsp.sQ(a, r)fBGsR (4.1)
The Markov processes of the SP and the SQ are however correlated. Because whenever the SP makes a transition from a busy state to an idle state (finishes the service for a request), the SQ must make a transition which decreases the number of requests in SO bv 1.
-.
To show how lo calculate Gsp ,p(a. r) from Gsp(a) and GSo(s. r ) , we need 10 iintly panition Gsp(a) as follows:
Matrix G&(a) contains the transition rates for transitions between inactive states. Matrix Gi$(a) contains the transition rates for transitions from any inactive state to any active state.
Matrix Gi$(a) contains the transition rates for transitions from any active state to any inactive state. Matrix G&?(a) contains the transition rates for transitions between active states.
We can partition GsP.sQ(a, r) as:
To calculate GsP.sQ(a, r), we first calculate the four submatrices in &n. Notice that, after the operation, the parameter s in GsQ(s, r) has been removed by substituting the real state of the SP.
Gfp_sQ(a,r) is calculated directly by the fB operation because transition between inactive SP states is not correlated with the transition of SQ state. We let gx(xl, x2) denote the transition rate for the transition from state xI to x2 of a Markov process X. Notice that gx (xl, .q) may be a parameterized quantity as in GSP. GSQ, GSP-SQ. and GSYS Otherwise it is zero. 1. Since the original model cannot distinguish between highpriority requests and low priority requests, to make sure that C. Calcularing the costfunction the delay of high priority requests meets the constraint C, it
The cost of the system is related to the state x of the SYS and the has to apply the constraint C on all requests. Using the new action a taken by the SYS in state x . As in [IO] , we use the model, we only need to apply Con the HSQ and use a looser average power consumption and the average number of waiting delay constraint on the LSQ to maintain the throughput of the requests to capture the system cost. Therefore, we have three cost low-priority requests. functions in our model: the power consumption of the SP C &),
2, Results from scenario
shows that, applying the the average number of requests in the LSQ of the SQ C, (xy and constraint C on all requests, the original model always gets the average number of requests in the HSQ of the SQ C,,f,a).
much smaller delay on both high and low priority requests The power cost can he calculated as: Cp,(x,a) = pow(s)+ x g ( s , s ' ) e n e ( s , s ' ) (4.5) where pow(s) and ene(s,s') were defined in Section 1II.A. and g(s,s') is the transition rate from states to S' of the SP. Notice that g(s,s') is a function of a.
In addition, the delay costs are:. Cbq(x)=lq and Cbq(x)=hq (4.6) The average waiting time of the requests is often used as the cost of delay. However, in [lo] , it is shown that there exists a linear relationship between the average number of requests in the quene and the average waiting time. Therefore, Eqn. (4.6) can be used as the delay cost.
We define the total cost as a weighted summation of the power and delay costs:
Cost(x,a)=w,.C,,(x.a)+w~C~(x)+w~C~~(x) (4.7) where wl+wz+w,=l. The optimai policy for the system model is then solved using
The optimal policy based on the new model still saves more power. In fact, the new model saves more power by taking advantage of being able to setting a different delay constraint on the lowpriority requests. If the percentage of the low-priority requests in all requests increases, the optimal policy based on our model saves more power than the optimal policy based on the original model.
On the other hand, if the percentage of the low-priority requests decreases, the advantage of the new model will become less significant. B. Erperments for comparing our method with heuristic policies The system model used in this part includes: Trace 1. Requests are generated to exactly follow the SR model. Trace 2. Requests are generated to follow the SR state transition rate between r, and r2. However, in state r,. the inter-arrival time of low-priority requests follows a uniform distribution with mean value 10, the inter-arrival time of high-priority requests follows a uniform distribution with mean value 40. In state r2, the interarrival time of low-priority requests follows a uniform distribution with mean value 20, the inter-arrival time of high-priority requests follows a uniform distribution with mean value 80.
Trace 3. Request trace extracted from real operations on a portable computer. In this case, the parameters in the SR model are obtained by curve fitting. Our method is compared with four heuristic power management methods:
1. Greedy policy: turn on the SP whenever a request comes and turn off the SP whenever the SP is idle and there is no request in the queue. Timeout policy (T=20): turn on the SP whenever a request comes and turn off the SP whenever the SP has been idle for 20 seconds and there is no request in the queue.
Timeout policy (T40): turn on the SP whenever a request comes and turn off the SP whenever the SP has been idle for 2.
3.
Greedy Timeout (T=20) Timeout (T=40) Predictive Our DPM I.
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~~ high-priority low-prigrity Dissipation requests (sec) requests ( The new model saves more than 30% power on average over heuristic methods. The average waiting time of low-priority requests has been increased for less power. Note however that the throughput of low priority requests is maintained. By using our new system model, the latency of the highorioritv reauests can be keot low. which is reauired in real Greedy Timeout (T=20) Timeout (T=40) Predictive
n... n D h "
Hpplicition's.
With new model, the latency of the high-priority requests is still a little higher compared with heuristic methods, mostly because of the SP switching time from power-down states to functional states (heuristic methods make less switch than DPM method). This situation can be improved in other applications where the SP switches faster than the one in our experimental setup. The new model can handle multiple power modes whereas the heuristic methods can only handle on-off states.
The new model can make different power-delay trade-offs by chanying the constraints on request waiting time.
The new model can adjust the optimal policy when workload characteristics change, while the greedy and timeout methods are not adaptive to the workload. The proposed models are closer to the real applications than other previously proposed models. Experimental results showed that our model has better performance than previous models in real application. We also showed that the dynamic power management method out-perform the heuristic approaches in terms of better and more flexible power-delay trade-off. 
